EYFS
Curriculum
Evening

The Way, the Truth and
the Life
God’s World
Learning Goals for this half term

Know that God loves and cares for each one of
us and reflect on this.
Hear about and respond to the things God
created for us.
Know that God has asked us to care for the
world and think of ways in which we can help to
do this.
Know that God made each one of us different
and special and reflect on this.

The Early Years
Foundation Stage
• The Foundation Stage Curriculum is based on the
recognition that young children learn best through play
and active learning both indoors and outdoors .
• Balanced learning experiences – young children learn
best through a range of self-chosen and well planned
adult led activities
• Teaching through a creative curriculum based on our
termly topic
• LOVE of learning

Development Matters
• The document that we use to plan and assess
ranges from birth all the way to the Early Learning
Goal which is reached at the end of Reception.
• You can look at the document “What To Expect
When” to see how you can support your child’s
progress towards the Early Learning Goals.
• When we assess your child we will use the term
“Age related expectations.” For Nursery, age
related expectation is 30-50 months and for
Reception it is 40-60+ months.

Three Prime Areas
Communication and language
• Listening and attention
• Understanding

• Speaking
Physical development
• Moving and handling
• Health and self care
Personal, social and emotional development
• Making relationships
• Self- confidence and self awareness
• Managing feelings and behaviour

Specific Areas
Literacy
• Reading
• Writing
Mathematics
• Numbers
• Shape, space and measures
Understanding the world
• People and communities
• The world
• Technology
Expressive arts and design
• Exploring and using media and materials
• Being imaginative

Reading
In the Nursery we provide plenty of opportunities for the children to be
exposed to a wide variety of books and partake in phonics activities and
games . We believe this is of great importance as it prepares the children to be
readers who will have a love for reading.
Phase One Phonics (7 aspects)
• Environmental sounds
• Instrumental sounds
• Body percussion
• Rhythm and rhyme
• Alliteration
• Voice sounds
• Oral blending and segmenting
Reading at home
• Creates interest in books and reading print
• Gives opportunities for the children to use their imaginations
• Enjoyable
• If children see you reading as a source of pleasure it will motivate them to value
reading

Reading
In the Reception we provide plenty of opportunities for the
children to be exposed to a wide variety of books and partake in
real life phonics activities and games . We believe this is of great
importance as it prepares the children to be readers who will
have a love for reading.
Phase two and three phonics
• Initial sounds
• Blending sounds together- cvc
• Segmenting sounds- cvc
• Tricky words
• Simple sentences

Reading at home
• Creates interest in books and reading print
• Gives opportunities for the children to use their imaginations
• Enjoyable
• Children can practice their reading skills.

Writing
• While the children are learning their basic phonics
(initial sounds) we will encourage them to use this in
their independent play
• This will then be developed to writing words and
then simple sentences.
• We encourage children to use their phonics so we
do not expect children to spell things ‘correctly’
although there are some words which this does not
apply to.
• At home please encourage your child to write for a
purpose- cards, letters, labels, lists.

Example writing

•Distinguishes between the different
marks they make (22-36)

•Uses some clearly identifiable letters to
communicate meaning, representing some
sounds correctly. (40-60)

•Gives meaning to marks they
make as they draw, write and
paint. (40-60)
•Sometimes gives meaning to marks as
they draw and paint. (30-50)

Early Learning Goal Children use
their phonic knowledge to write
words in ways which match their
spoken sounds. They also write
some irregular common words.
They write simple sentences
which can be read by themselves
and others. Some words are spelt
correctly and others are
phonetically plausible.

Observations and
Assessment
• Each of the 17 areas of learning includes its own set of
‘Development Matters Statements’ and ‘Early Learning
Goals’ which track each child’s individual development
through the Early Years Foundation Stage.
• We monitor and assess the children’s progress against
these statements, forming their individual profiles.

• Observations of the children play a key role in helping us
to assess the children and plan the next steps in their
learning.

Focus Children (after
half term)
• Every week we will choose three children to be our
focus children.
• We will ask you to fill out a short form- anything you
want us to know about your child, any area you
would like us to focus on with your child.
• At the end of the week, you will receive a copy of
that week’s observations.

Independence
Independence plays a crucial role in the Early Years
Curriculum
• Looking after their own belongings- all clothes
clearly labelled
• Toileting
• Dressing/undressing
• Taking responsibility and ownership
• Learning to resolve conflicts
• Being willing to “have a go”
• Being involved and concentrating
• Choosing ways to do things

WOW Moments
• We value the knowledge and understanding you
have of your child. Please share any significant
milestones, interests or skills as they develop.
• This helps us to plan the next steps in their learning
enabling us to provide a rich and stimulating
environment that challenges your child and takes
their learning forward.
• There is a WOW moment sheet which can be found
on our class pages on the school website.

Partnership
We recognise you as your child’s first and foremost
educator, therefore we see the importance working
together and building parent- teacher partnerships.
We want to give the children as many first-hand
experiences as possible as we believe that this gives them
rich educational experiences. Examples of this are:
cooking, real fruit and vegetables in the environment,
planting and growing and making their own playdough.
However, this costs a lot of money when we are doing
these activities daily. Therefore we are asking families to
donate £10 to the EYFS fund so that your children can
continue to have access to the best learning environment
possible. If you have any questions please come and speak
to a member of the EYFS team.

Thank you for coming!
I look forward to working with you and your child/ren.
If you have any questions please come and see us!

